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ABSTRACT 
An iterative method for solving the matrix equation XA+ AY=F is outlined. An algorithm 
with acceleration parameters i provided. 
The problem of solving the matrix equation 
XA + AY = F (1) 
occurs frequently in the numerical solution of 
ordinary and partial differential equations and in 
stability analysis (c£ Barnett and Storey [1] and 
Varga [4]). In this paper an iterative m thod which 
can be accelerated by a suitable choice of parameters 
is outlined. 
1. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 
a = 2b 
2b2B (5) 
= (b + x /~)  2 = b~ 
o~ = 2--'~-g 
(6) 
From equation (1) it follows that 
Ay -1 + X-1A = X' IFy -1 
hence 
(aX + ~X "I) A + A(aY + ~-11 = aF +~X'IFy -1 
which leads to the iterative scheme : 
Xn+l=~Yn+~f2Yn+ 1~ 
I = + 1 
(2) 
---- (y._V n + ~XnIrnY2 1 Fn+ 1 
A 
where X 0=X,Y0= Yand F 0=F.  
For n sufficiently large and for some a]/3> 0 it can 
be shown that X n = Yn = I and A = ~-F n (see 
Hoskins, Meek and Walton [3]). 
2. THE CHOICE OF a AND ~ WHEN Y = X 
WHERE -X IS HURWITZIAN 
The following choices of 0~ and/3 where X has a 
spectrum [b, B] are discussed in Hoskins, et al. [3]. 
i (3) 
= c~ = 2B__g__ (4) 
(S+1) 2 
The choice of a =/~ = 1 leads to the method 
described in Beavers and Denman [2]. If the spectrum 
of the matrix X is known then the spectrum of X n 
can easily be determined at each iteration in which 
case (5) is useful. If the spectrum is not known then 
B can be considered to be an upper bound for the 
largest eigenvalue. 
3. BALANCING THE SPECTRA OF X AND Y 
The matrices X and Y may converge to the identity 
at different rates. The overall rate of convergence 
may be improved by a spectral shift as discussed in
Hoskins, et al. [3]. Equation (1) then becomes 
(X- ol)A + A(Y-  el) = F (7) 
In this case b and B can be chosen as follows : 
b = min(b x, by) 
B = max (Bx,By) 
where [b x, Bx] and [by, By] are the spectra of "X 
and Y respectively. 
(*) W. D. Hoskins, D.S. Meek and D. J. Walton, University of  Manitoba, Dept. of  Computer 
Science, Winnipeg, Canada R3T 2N2 
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4. ALGORITHM 
If -X and -Y are Hurwitzian in equation (1) or if 
o I  - X and aI - Y are Hurwitzian in equation (7) 
then the following algorithm can be used to find 
the solution matrix A. 
5. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS 
The algorithm was tested on the following examples : 
2 -1 
X = Y = -1 2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 
F = 
E1 23 115 
-10 14 -2 -4 4 
-6 7 -2 0 
-4 -2 -7 13 
10 2 1 -1 
b = 0.2679492 
B = 3.732051 
(b) X as in (a) 
1 
4 1 
1 4 
1 
1 
4 
F = 
4!  28 17 9 17 
- 31 39 14 1 
-1 5 27 40 
L 23 18 5 28 57 23 20 11 14 22 
(F)i j = 2(x2+ yj~- 2(x i+ yj), x i = i/n i= l(1)n-I 
b = L Yi = j/n j = l(1)n-1 
2 
n 
b x = 0.2679492 
B x = 3.732051 
by = 2.198O62 
By = 5.801938 
o =0 
(c) 
(d) 
example (b) repeated with cr = -1. 
X=Y= :I 
2 -i 
-1 2 
B=4 
n=16 
(e) example (d) repeated with n = 32 
(f) example (d) repeated with n = 41 
The following methods corresponding to the parameter 
in the algorithm were used : 
~=1 
Use equation (3) for all iterations. This corresponds 
to the method of Beavers and Denman [2]. 
£=2 
If b < 1 then use equation (3) for the first iteration, 
equation (4) for the second iteration and equation 
(5) for all subsequent i erations. If b ~< 1 then use 
equation (4) for the first iterations and equation (5) 
thereafter. 
~=3 
Use equations (5) for all iterations. 
~=4 
Use equation (3) for the first iteration if b < 1, 
otherwise use equation (6) until B < 2 and then 
equations (5) for all subsequent i erations. 
Let e = m.ax t uij- aij t 
1,J 
where A= (aij) is the computed solution and U;  (uij) 
the exact solution, be a measure of the error. 
The results are summarised as follows : 
Example 
29 i 
15 (a) number of 
iterations 
-7 5x5 e 
47 ......... 
-1 (b) number of 
Iterations 
~x6 c 
(c) number of 
~terations 
5x6 e 
(d) number of 
iterations 
15x15 e 
(e) inumber of 
literations 
31x31 e 
(e) aumber"of 
i ]  ~terations 
31x31 e 
(f) dumber of 
Lterations 
40x40 e 
(n-l) x (n-l) 
Method 
ft---a ~---2 ~3 ~t=4 
6 5 4 ~ 5 
7.6x10 -6 9.5x10"6 2.3x10 "5 18.6x10 -6
6 4 4 4 
2.3x10 -6~ 2.3x10 "5 9.5x10 "6 2.3x10 -5 
8 6 5 7 
8.9x10 "8 1.8x10 "7 8.9x10 "8 8.9x10 -8 
5 5 5 7 ~105.3 ~-"10 "2 ~10 "3 1.5x10" 
8 5 7 
~--"10 "4 1.5xlO" 
i0 5 
~10-7 ~I0-7 
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procedure so lvexaav{n,m, l , s igma,x ,y ,a , f , spect rum,~ps,mi t ,  fail,nit) ; 
value n,m, l ,s igwa,egs,mit ;  result fai l ,nit;  real s igma,eps; 
i _n~er  n,m, l , fa i l ,n i t ,mit ;  array x,y,a,f,spectr,lm; 
comment this routine finds by iterat ion the solution, a, of the matrix 
equat ion x*a+a*y=f where x is n by n and y is m by m but m=O 
for y identical  to x. a and f are n by m (or n by n when re=O) 
and spectrum is a vector of length 2 if m=O otherwise of 
length ~. if x or y is singular or i l l -condi t ioned fall is set 
equal to I and processing halted otherwise fail is returned 
as O. matinv(n,p,q,fai l )  is a procedure which f inds the inverse 
q of the n by n matrix p to machine precision, if the 
inverse is successful ly  determined fail is returned as 
zero otherwise as I. 1 determines which method of choosing 
the accelerat ion parameters,  alpha and beta, is to be 
used. sigma is a shift parameter to balance the matrices 
x and 7. if m=O then x and y are considered to be the 
same and sigma is ignored, otherwise x-s igma*i  replaces x 
and y-sigma*i replaces 7. the vector spectrum conta ins  the 
lower and upper l imits (in this order) of the e igenvalues 
of x and y (with those of x in the first two posit ions, the 
i terat ions terminate when all the elements of abs (x-i) and 
abs(y-i) are smal ler than eps. innerprod(n,v,u,s)  is a routine 
which does double precision accumulat ion and returns the 
inner product of v with u in s where v and u are 
vectors of length n. the number of succesful ly  
completed i terat ions is returned in nit. mit is the 
maximum number of i terat ions allowed, it n it=mit then 
more than mit i terat ions may be requi~ed for x or y 
to converge to the identity matrix, the or ig ina l  
matr ices x,y and f are not destroyed; 
be_sin real arr a x px,qx[l: n,1: hi; real array py,qy[1: re,l: m]; 
real array t lx,t2x[1: n]; 
real a lpha,beta,dev, temp,b l ,b2,b;  
inteqe_gr i , j ,k ,k l ,mm; 
comment transfer x to px, y to P7 and f to a; 
if m=O then mm:=n else mm:=m; nit:=O; 
be_~q!n - E_ea_! arra[ tly,t2y[1: mini; real arra[  g[1: n,1: ms]; 
_for i:=I step 1 until n do 
f_Ror j:=1 st e~ I until n do px[ i , j ] :=x[ i , j ] ;  
for i:=1 step I until m do 
f_Ror I:=I ste_e~ 1 until m do py[ i , j ] :=y[ i , j ] ;  
f_RoE i:=I st e~ I until n _do 
f_Ror j:=l ste_e R I until mm do a[ i , j ] :=f[ i , J ] ;  
i_~f m>O then beqin 
for i:=I step 1 until n _do 
px[i, i ]:=px[i, i  ]-sigma ; 
for i:=I st__ee~ I until m _dO 
py[ i,i ]: =py[ i, i ]+sigma; 
b1:=spectrum[ 1J-sigma; b: =spectrum[ 3 ]+sigma ; 
i f  b<bl  _then b l :=b;  
b2:=spectrum[2]-s igma;  b:=spectrum[~]+sigma;  
if b>b2 then b2:=b end 
else beq!n - bl :=spectrum[1];  b2:=spectrum[2]  end; 
dev:=1÷eps;  b:=bl; if 19=3 then a lpha:=beta:=0.5;  
comment begin i terat ions; 
_w_hil_._@e (dev>eps) _and (nit<mit) do beq~n 
comment choose accelerat ion parameters alpha and beta; 
if (1=2) an_~d (((nit=O) and (b>=1)) or_ ((nit=l) and (b<1))) 
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then alpha:=beta:=2*b2/(b2+1)**2;  
if (1=3) or ((1=2) _and (nit>0) an_d (b>=1)) 
or ((1=2] _an_d (nit>l) and (b<1)) 
or ((l=~) and (nit>0) _and (b2<=2)) then besin 
alpha : =2.bI/(bl+ssr_._t (b1*b 2) ) **2 : 
beta: =h 1*b2*alpha en_d; 
i_f (i=~) and (b1>=1) _and (b2>2) then beqin 
alpha:=1/(2*sg_qt (b2)) : 
beta: =h2*alpha end: 
aat inv(n,pz,qx,fai l ] :  if fail=l then go t__oo finish: 
i_~f m>0 then begi_n 
matinv(m,py,qy,fail) : if fail=l th~n go to finish end: 
comment mult iply f on the left by the inverse of x and 
on the right b? the inverse of y; 
fo__~r i:=I step I until n do 
fo r j:=l step 1 until mm do beqi_n 
for k:=1 sten I until n do beq~n 
% lx[ k 1: =qx[ i, k ]: 
for ki:=1 s_teD 1 until am do beqin 
tly[ kl ]:=a[ k,kl ]: 
if m>0 then t2y[k l ] :=gy[k l , j ]  
else t2y[k l ] :=qx[k l , j ]  end; 
innerpro4 (ma,tlv,t2y,temp) ; t2x[ k ]:=temp end_: 
innerprod(n,f lx,t2x,temp) : g[ i , j ] :=teap end: 
for i:=1 ste m 1 until m do 
_feE_ j:=1 step 1 until a __do 
py[ i , j ] :=al~ha*py[ i , j  ]+beta*qy[i, j  ]; 
for i:=I s_te_~ I until n do 
for j:=1 ste_j~ I until n ~_o 
px[i,j ]:=alpha*px[i,j ]+beta*ax[i, j  ]: 
for i:=I step 1 until n do 
f_o[ j:=1 step 1 until mm do 
a[ i , j ] :=alpha*a[ i ,  j ]+beta*q[i , j  ]; 
comment find the deviation of x and y from the identity: 
dev:=0 : 
for i:=I step 1 until n do 
foe j:=1 step I until n do beqi a 
temp:=px[i , j ] :  if i=j then temp:=teap-1; 
if temp<0 then temp:=-temp: 
if temp>dev then dev:=temp end_: 
fo__~r i:=I step 1 until m d_o 
for_ j:=1 step 1 until m do beqi_n 
temp:=py[i , j ] :  if i=j then temp:=temp-1; 
if reap<0 then temp:=-temp; 
if temp>dev then dev:=temp end;  
if i~=I then beq~ 
b2:=alpha*b2+beta/b2:  temp:=alpha*b1+beta/b l ;  
if ~eap>b2 t hhen b2:=temp; 
if  ((i=~} and ((nit=0) or (b2>2))) 
or ((1=2) _an_d (nit=0) -and (b<1)) then bi:=I 
alse b1:=2-b2 en.~: 
nit :=nit÷1 end iterations: 
for i:=I ~ I until n d_o 
f_~o_r j:=1 s_~tep I until am do a[ i , j ] :=0.5*a[ i , j ]  end_: 
finish: 
_end: 
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6. CONCLUSION 
In general if the lower and the upper bounds on the 
spectra of X and Y are known then ~=3 is preferred 
and if an upper bound is known then ~=2 can be 
used. If X and Y have full sets of eigenvectors (e.g. 
if  X and Y are real and symmetric) then the num- 
ber of iterations can be estimated a priori by 
applying the corresponding algorithm on the spectral 
bounds. 
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